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Plan control claro



$830/month Show details Internet 1 giga + WhatsApp free Unlimited calls To all Claro 3,000 Minutes to other companies Usá gigas of your plan in Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile Request $1,030/month View details Internet 3 gigas + WhatsApp free unlimited calls to all Claro 3,000 minutes to other
companies Usá gigas of your plan in Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile Request $1,460/month Show details Internet 5 gigas + WhatsApp free Unlimited calls To all Claro 3,000 minutes to other companies Usá gigas of your plan in America Request $1,980/month View details Internet 8 gigas + WhatsApp free
Unlimited calls To all Claro 3,000 Minutes to other companies Use gigas of gigas of your plan in America Request $2,760/month See details Internet 15 gigas + WhatsApp free Unlimited calls To all Claro 3,000 minutes to other companies Usá gigas of your plan in America Request $3,600/month Show
details Internet 25 gigas + WhatsApp free Unlimited calls To all Claro 3,000 minutes to other businesses Use gigas of your plan in America and Europe Request You are in: CelularesPlanesClaroPlanes ClaroAfinarOperator, type of plan, type of contract ... Pay your bills, top up, check your balance and
more. Income includes taxes (ITBIS 18%, ISC 10% and CDT 2%). 3-year internet voucher available until January 15, 2021 (inclusive), available for new lines; for existing customers applying migration to higher level (with difference in minimum rent of RD$100), and portability in Postpaid and Control plans.
The Internet coupon will be applied to your next billing cut, is for exclusive use in the national territory and is valid for 30 days without rollover. Internet coupon can be used at any time or on the day of the week. Voice 200 (Postpaid and Checking) plan offers from 3 free social networks included:
Facebook, Instagram and Waze available until January 15, 2021 (inclusive). Free minutes to mobile Ready on nights and weekends: Monday to Sunday night from 8:00 p.m to 7:59 a.m. Weekends from Saturday at 12:00 .m to Sunday at 11:59 am .m. Discover everything you can do with our Voice plans,
now with better benefits so you can enjoy the best in the network of the best signal and greater coverage. Choose your plan in Postpaid (open invoice) or Check (closed invoice), chat and share with free social networks included and enjoy free minutes with the entire Claro mobile network at night and on
weekends. Enjoy for up to 90 days the minutes and SMS entered into your plan that you do not consume during the month. You can use your contracted minutes to talk to the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada Chat and share with free social networks included: WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram,
Uber, Waze and Claro music. Talk to Mobile Clear for free every night and weekend. Prices include taxes (ITBIS 18%, ISC 10% and CDT 2%). Extra minute Clear/Postpaid Network: RD $3.25 Extra Minute Out of Ready/Postpaid Network: RD $5.14 Extra Minute Within Clear/Control Network: RD $4.68
Extra Minute Out of Network Clear/Control: RD $6.44 SMS within Clear Postpaid/Control Network: RD $1.30 SMS outside the Clear Postpaid/Control Network: RD $2.28 SMS International in Postpaid/Control: RD $3.25 Conditions Plans include minute rollover and SMS. Free chat and social networks
according to selected plan. WhatsApp Free does not apply to links to other pages, video calls, or voice calls. Free minutes to mobile ready on nights and weekends: Monday to Sunday night from 8:00 p.m. to 7:59 a.m. Weekends from Saturday at 12:00 .m to Sunday at 11:59 am .m. The use of free
attributes is exclusive on national territory. Internet bonus does not apply to rollover. 8 gigs of internet + WhatsApp for free. Unlimited calls to all of you. 3,000 minutes to other companies. Unlimited SMS. Long International Distance bonus in America. Profits: Once the capacity that the company has
contracted has been consumed, users of the lines can esalt up balance and contract INTERNET PACKS in claro.com.ar/packsdatos Call establishment included: $3 Other included: $0.10 In America: Navegás and messages with gigas and SMS of your plan. You make calls at local price. You receive calls
and SMS for free. More Information Terms and Conditions 1) Unlimited Calls to Other Clear and Other Destinations (2) Internet (3) SMS Included (4) Long Distance (5) Call Establishment (6) Other Inclusive and Excess (7) Roaming. Offer valid in Argentina from 29/12/2020 to 31/01/2021 for new
activations with Control Ticket. Excludes enard tax law 26,573. Prices are tax-free according to the customer's tax condition. (1) includes 10,000 minutes (600,000 seconds) to talk to CLARO mobile destinations in Argentina and 3,000 minutes (180,000 seconds) for calls to fixed and/or mobile destinations
other than Claro Argentina. The rating mode will be per second from the 30 seconds of the call being established. The set number of minutes will be for exclusive use within the territory of the Argentine Republic. Non-cumulative monthly perks. Consumed the minutes included in your subscription you will
be able to continue talking with a profit value of: ring establishing $3.00 and the value of the other $0.1. The voice service is designed to meet the need for individual communication from the customer who activates the plan, so that the policy for using acceptable data (*) applies and sets a maximum
duration of 30 minutes per call. The benefit may be suspended or discharged whenever CLARO identifies misuse of the benefit, including its use to make mass calls via long-distance devices, computers or surveillance services, any use of the service involving the marketing of or pattern behaviour that
shows fraud. (2) National service subject to 3G/4G LTE coverage of AMX Argentina S.A., according to technical and geographical availability. Once the capacity of the agreed package has been exceeded, it automatically traffic the Internet per day to $ 30 finals with a capacity of 50MB at maximum non-
accumulating speed consumed the daily quota will activate Connected Pack trading with MB until 23:59 that day; You can choose to purchase Internet packages that will be deducted based on your choice of available balance or charged with your next bill and are subject to a unique credit limit set for
each customer. Learn more: About additional conditions and features for resetting navigation claro.com.ar. Traffic generated by WhatsApp usage will not be deducted from the capacity entered into the plan. Calling, video calling, geolocating, downloading and updating the app, accessing and sending
animated gif of the un downloaded app, twisting chats, accessing external links to the app and sending photos videos and files downloaded from them are excluded. Spending limit: 5 GB per billing cycle (3) Up to 10,000 SMS for local messages to all destinations. Once you have consumed, you can
continue to send messages at a cost of $5.1 each. Non-cumulative monthly perks. Excludes sending Premium, International or MMS SMS. Sending SMS may be suspended or unsubscribed if CLARO identifies misuse of use via mass SMS sending. (4) Domestic calls to any destination are paid at the
local call price. International Long Distance: America bonus. Europe: Call setup $6.73; Other $0.22; Rest of the world: Call establishment $7.50; Second $0.25; Satellite: Call establishment $200; Second $6.6667. Cuba: Ring establishment $30; Seconds $1. (5) This is the starting fee for the call and covers
the first fraction of 30 seconds. Then you start judging the call per second. The establishment of the so-called surplus is priced at $3.00. (6) The unit of measurement of calls originating from each other is the second from the first 30 seconds of the call, excluding calls over other operators' networks
abroad, which will be appreciated and rounded in minute units. (7) Control Plan $830/$1,030: Calls within the AUP block (including: Uruguay and Paraguay) at local rates. Local price: call establishment included: $3.00; other included: $0.10. The minutes of the Ticket only apply to calls made within the
territory of the Argentine Republic. The SMS included in the subscription can be used in Argentina and block AUP. The data used in Argentina and blocks AUP, consumes from the agreed package. Service subject equipment technology, to CLARO's 3G/4G LTE coverage and technical and geographical.
Maximum speed until the agreed quota reaches when the supplied capacity is consumed, the profit will be invoiced according to commercial condition. Control Plan $1460/$1980/$2760: Calls within the America block to local rates. Local price: call establishment included: $3.00; other included: $0.10. The
minutes of the Ticket only apply to calls made within the territory of the Argentine Republic. Sms included in the subscription can be used in Argentina and countries included in the America block. The data used in Argentina and Block America consume the agreed package. Service subject equipment
technology, to CLARO 3G/4G LTE coverage and technical and geographical availability. Maximum speed until the agreed quota reaches when the supplied capacity is consumed, the profit will be invoiced according to commercial condition. Control plan $3600: Calls within europe bloc (Portugal, Spain,
United Kingdom, Ireland, France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Austria, Croatia, Greece, Turkey and Czech Republic) at local prices. Local price: call establishment included: $3.00; other included: $0.10. The minutes of the Ticket only apply to calls made within the territory of the
Argentine Republic. SMS included in the subscription can be used in Argentina and countries included in europe block. The data used in Argentina and Block Europe consume the contracted package. Service subject equipment technology, to CLARO 3G/4G LTE coverage and technical and geographical
availability. Maximum speed until the agreed quota reaches when the supplied capacity is consumed, the profit will be invoiced according to commercial condition. Conditions in www.claro.com.ar and in sales rooms. AMX ARGENTINA SA. CUIT 30- 66328849-7 Av. de Mayo 878, CABA. 8 gigs of internet
+ WhatsApp for free. Unlimited calls to all of you. 3,000 minutes to other companies. Unlimited SMS. Long International Distance bonus in America. Profits: Once the capacity contracted with the company has been consumed, users of the lines can top up balance and contract INTERNET PACKS in
claro.com.ar/packsdatos Call establishment included: $3 Other included: $0.10 Roaming In America: Ships and messages with gigas and SMS of your plan. You make calls at local price. You receive calls and SMS for free. More Information Control 8 gigas $1,980/month Request
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